The backscattering contribution to the conductivity, irrelevant for metallic single-walled carbon nanotubes, is proved to become much significant for doped semiconducting systems, in agreement with experiments. In the case of multi-walled nanotubes, the intershell coupling is further shown to enhance the contribution of backscattering for "metallic" double-walled, whereas it remains insignificant for "metallic/semiconducting" double-walled systems.
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) can be either metallic of semiconducting depending on their helicities, i.e. how the graphene sheet is rolled up 1 . For weak uniform disorder, the application of the Fermi golden rule for metallic SWNTs have demonstrated µm long mean free paths 2 in agreement with experiments, clearly pointing towards ballistic transport [3] [4] [5] .
Notwithstanding, quantum transport in SWNTs is richer than in the one-dimensional chain, given the implication of additional symmetries of electronic eigenstates associated to the circumferential helicity. This has been widely illustrated through the theoretical study of conduction upon introduction of single defects such as vacancies, impurities or topological defects 6 . In particular, the absence of backscattering was demonstrated for single impurity with long range potential in metallic tubes 7 and stepwise reduction of conductance was inferred from multiple scattering on a few lattice impurities 7, 8 . Resonant electronic scattering by defects was recently confirmed experimentally 9 .
On the other hand, electrostatically or chemically doped semiconducting SWNTs have been reported to behave as diffusive conductors with short mean free paths, several orders of magnitude lower than the ones of reported structurally equivalent metallic SWNTs 5,10,11 .
In all these experiments, the mean free path (l e ) is deduced from the measured conductance This experiment was interpreted by assuming a current predominantly carried in the outermost shell (taken metallic), and mean free path and coherence lengths were deduced from 1-2 conventional theory. It is surprising that quantum interferences that have been described for the two-dimensional propagation (with many more conducting channels), still account properly for the behavior of a single metallic nanotube shell, which only presents two conducting channels at the charge neutrality point. In that perspective, the debate of ballistic 13 against diffusive 12,14 conduction in MWNTs is a great issue of concern.
All these considerations can be addressed by rewriting the conductance as (e to the Bloch-Boltzmann conductivity (σ BB ), is related to the probability of return to the origin of electronic wavepackets, that is connected to the Participation Ratio (PR), an energy dependent quantity which measures the "spreading" of the electron eigenstates commonly used to address QIE in weak or strong localization regimes 15, 16 . For an eigenstate ψ(E)
described by its N coefficients ψ i (E) in a tight-binding basis set, the PRs read
and it can be shown that an average of the probability of return to the origin in real space is equivalent to an average of the inverse PR on the spectral bandwidth. Accordingly, the amplitude of quantum correction to the electronic conductivity can be estimated as
Eigenstates characterized by a linear scaling in N are uniformly extended and associated with a vanishing contribution of QIE, i.e. δσ/σ BB → 0. Instead, localized states are related to strong contributions of QIE, i.e. δσ/σ BB ≃ 1, whereas scaling laws P R(N) = N α , with 0 < α < 1, indicate the relative strength of QIE.
In this letter we present detailed calculations of the PRs for different tubes, addressing the role of disorder and intertube coupling in the transport properties of nanotubes. We use the standard and reliable one-electron tight binding model including intertube interactions By a linear combination of ψ + and ψ − , a Bloch state with any PR value between 2N/3 and N can be constructed. The lowest value is given by the combination (ψ
is a "standing wave" along the circumference : ψ + n + ψ − n = 2 cos(kθ n /2π), leading to P R = N( cos 2 (kθ n /2π) ) 2 / cos 4 (kθ n /2π) = 2N/3. Due to this uncertainty, the PR is thus not a well-defined quantity for degenerate eigenstates. But a small amount of disorder is enough to split degeneracy and the PRs shown in Fig.1 charge neutrality point of the metallic SWNT (6, 6) , the eigenstates are basically insensitive to disorder and follow the linear scaling expected for fully extended states (inset Fig.2 ).
This confirms that the effect of small disorder is purely marginal in metallic SWNTs close to Fermi energy 2,7 .
On the contrary, a stronger contribution of QIE for doped semiconducting SWNTs is demonstrated by the scaling behavior of PRs as reported on Fig.2 (main frame) . The chemical potential of the (7,5) semiconducting tube has been upshifted by assuming a typical dopant concentration of a few percent of carbon sites (within the rigid band approximation).
Departure from linear scaling is obtained (P R = N α ) with an increasing contribution of QIE with disorder strength (α ∼ 0.98, 0.95 for W = 0.054eV and 0.136eV respectively). For a larger disorder strength (W = 0.98eV ), that corresponds to a mean free path ℓ e ≃ 20nm, the saturation of the PR provides an approximate localization length of ξ ≃ 40nm. From the Thouless argument, it is believed that ξ ∼ 4 × ℓ e for a metallic shell that provides two conducting channels at the charge neutrality point 2, 20 . Hence, for doped semiconducting tubes, the mixing between quantum channels induced by substitutional disorder, results in an enhanced contribution of QIE, and lower localization lengths. This demonstrates that the conduction mechanism in the outermost shell of a MWNT depends on the position of the chemical potential 12, 13 . To complete this argument, we add the effect of intertube coupling as it promotes charge transfer between shells in MWNTs.
Effect of disorder and intershell coupling in commensurate MWNTs.-The characteristic sensitivity to disorder of QIE in MWNTs is illustrated on Fig.3 for small disorder (W = 0.054eV ). For the double-walled "metallic" armchair tube (6, 6)@ (11, 11) , the average PR close to the charge neutrality point is roughly half the value for the isolated armchair tube, for same disorder parameter. According to the previous discussion, the | δσ | contribution is now not negligible and contribute to a reduction of the conductivity (confirmed by the scaling analysis of PR-not shown here). Such effect is similar in double-walled "metallic" zig-zag tube, but it is reduced when the outer shell is semiconducting. It can be understood from the fact that, at the charge neutrality point, the states of such MWNTs are mainly weighted in 1-5 the inner metallic shell, so less sensitive to the delocalization induced by intershell coupling, and less affected by disorder as in metallic SWNTs. Hence, MWNTs consisting of ∼ 2/3 of semiconducting shells remain long ballistic conductors at charge neutrality point 13 . 
